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Schools Closed To Help Control Epidemic
‘Wetlands at Dusk’ by Gordon Scott

No, this is not about Covid-19 – this closure occurred in 1938. At that time there was an Infantile Paralysis (polio)
epidemic travelling through this state as well as other parts of the country.
There was no vaccine against it and no real treatment with people becoming infectious before symptoms began to
show. This contagious disease was particularly dangerous to young children rather than adults, with advice to keep
them out of crowds and avoid such activities as movies, theatres, large picnics, parties or crowded boats & trains.
As one of the forms of defence against this dreadful disease, South Australian schools delayed their first term
opening date in 1938 until 1st March. From the Mt Compass School Register of that time, we can see that the first
term for that year consisted of just 9 days, rather than the usual 38 to 40 days.

In 1949-50 another polio outbreak occurred with changes made to a number of school events held in Mt Compass.
The newspapers of the day reported that in September of 1949 a 40 year old woman from Mt Compass was
admitted to the Northfield Infectious Diseases Hospital with poliomyelitis. At that stage, 115 cases had occurred
around South Australia, resulting in 8 deaths. In March the following year newspapers reported that a 21 year old
Mt Compass man was also admitted to Northfield with polio –making their cases to date a total of 863.
Following the receipt of a circular from the Director of Education, a number of school activities in Mt Compass
were either cancelled or moved outdoors. The school’s end of year break-up was held beneath the Memorial pine
trees in front of the hall. The above photograph is the only one we have in the Archives that shows an event under
those trees. Father Christmas is shown here arriving on Teddy Hailstone’s horse & sleigh with presents for all the
children. This was taken in about the same year that the polio scare passed through SA. If you have any memories
from those times please feel free to contact us.
Continued on page 3
Photographs and articles in the Chronicle can be copied for non-commercial purposes provided the Mt Compass Archives are
acknowledged as the source.
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Editorial
In these interesting times around the world, it is perhaps appropriate to reflect on similar periods from our past.
Inside this edition, the Chronicle gives a brief insight into the world of polio and influenza as it effected our
local schools. Poliomyelitis, on the face of it, would have similarities to Covid-19 in the way it forced people to
distance themselves from others and avoid crowded indoor areas. There was no vaccine available for many
years, with avoiding contraction of this deadly virus the only effective way of dealing with it.

Although the Archives History Group has been forced into recess during this pandemic, some items have still
been added to our website (mtcompassarchives.org). Readers may be interested in listening to the two audio
files that have recently been uploaded. Just click on “recorded interviews” under the “Files” tab to listen to either Arch Peters talking about some of his WW1 memories, or Snow & Doreen Beaumont talking about their
bakery. The Beaumont recording was taped in 1984 as part of the research for Ann Riddle’s “Chasing Rainbows” book, while Arch Peters was recorded in 1978 by Meredith McLean as part of her thesis on Mt Compass’
history.
Thanks must go to the people who recently delved into their childhood recollections (& photos) for our history
of the Guides, Brownies, Scouts & Cubs article, published over the last two Chronicles. As many of the adult
leaders are unfortunately no longer with us and childhood memories being what they are, a few of the details
were difficult to confirm. We are indeed lucky that the local Entre Nous newsletter operated for as many years
as it did, and through this archived collection, we were able to confirm (or correct) some of these memories.
Gold mining in this area and a convict pioneer from the Stone & Connor families can also be found in this quarter’s newsletter, so there is something for everyone. (Do feel free to suggest topics or contribute other historical
information you would like to see in coming editions.)
Finally in this time of restricted funeral numbers, at least two of our past residents had to be farewelled in a
private way. Margaret Newell (1923-2020) and Tom Ferguson (1936-2020) both made their mark in our district
and we, as a community, are the better for their having lived here. Readers of the New Moon newsletter will find
some interesting information about Tom’s community involvement in their June edition.
Steve Kettle

News reports from the
past
Left: The Chronicle 19th July 1902
Below: Southern Argus 10th June 1909
Bottom: The Chronicle 21st September 1907
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School Illnesses

Medical issues that have impacted substantially on local schools include:
c1900 The school history book records that Mt Compass School was closed early in the 1900s due to an outbreak
of diptheria. The sole teacher (Miss Cameron) along with some of her students caught this highly infectious disease.
If one member of the family contracted diptheria, the whole family was quarantined for a period lasting one month
following recovery.

November 1902 -Nangkita School closed for one month due to the teacher J H Wilson contracting mumps.
August 1916 Almost every family infected during influenza outbreak. Mt Compass school attendance down to
an average of 4 students.
2 May 1928 to 14 June 1928 Nangkita School was closed due to their teacher being ill. The students attended
Mount Compass School during these six weeks.
1933 Whooping Cough epidemic closed Sunday Schools and forced cancelation of social events. Linton Jacobs was
one of those who caught this disease in 1933.
1936 Mt Compass School closed for fumigation during a scarlet fever outbreak. Two of the Ekers children are
known to be amongst those who contracted this disease.
1938 Polio outbreak -school closed for much of the first term. By early March the epidemic was abating in SA but
had claimed 14 lives. Sunday Schools were also held in the open air in Mt Compass. The ‘News” newspaper
published daily correspondence lessons for all grades while schools were closed.
1949-50 Polio outbreaks occurred around the state. Competitive school sports, indoor concerts and shows were
banned by the Director of Education in an attempt to stem the spread of this virus amongst children.
On 18th November 1949, the head teacher (Cyril Crowder) wrote in his Journal: “End of year activities put-off
owing to polio epidemic – pet show, annual picnic and possibly “Break-up”. The latter will be conducted outside
under pines with no large assembly of people. (refer to front page photograph).
September 1956 Mt Compass School – the Principal wrote in his journal about an “Epidemic of measles raging.”
30% of students were absent at one point during this month.
27th March 1957 – Principal (Colin Sinclair) recorded that the first vaccinations against polio were given to
students.
20th August 1957 School attendances were “low” on this day with only 15 out of 137 students attending due to an
influenza outbreak. By the 23rd this had further reduced to only 6 children attending. Mr Sinclair had himself had
taken two weeks off due to severe influenza the previous month. By the end of the term, four weeks later, the
numbers had risen back to 71 attendances (½ of students).
Nov/Dec 1958 A “Mumps epidemic” at Mt Compass School reduces attendances and brought forward the
commencement of exams.

Polio was particularly feared, with the first vaccinations only becoming available at Mt Compass in 1957. If a child
came into contact with someone who may have had the disease, they were required to go into isolation for 3 weeks.
Newspaper reports at the time reported that country people were avoiding the Royal Show and Christmas holiday
visits to Adelaide due to this epidemic centred in the city and suburbs.
Parents in the first half of the 1900s can well be forgiven for keeping their children at home during epidemics.
Medicine & treatments were not at the level they are today. The Mt Compass School history book (1899-1999)
reports that in years past, if a child arrived at school in wet clothes they would be sent home as a precaution against
catching colds which, with no access to antibiotics, could develop into something quite serious. (Of course reports
exist of children deliberately getting wet on the walk to school in order to be sent back home!)
Apart from polio, other potentially dangerous diseases that passed through Mt Compass were TB, diphtheria,
whooping cough, scarlet fever, mumps & measles.

Sources: Mt Compass School -The First 100 Years booklet (1999), Chasing Rainbows history book, Trove newspapers, Linton
Jacobs, Ronda Arthur, Marlene Connor & MC School Journals.
(Note: the school history booklet is available from the Archives for $5.00, along with the Chasing Rainbow Mt Compass
history book for $10.00)
.
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History of Scouts, Cubs, Girl Guides & Brownies
of Nangkita & Mt Compass - Part 2
~ SCOUTS ~

(Continuation of an article published in the March edition)

According to the Mount Compass History Book “The First One Hundred Years”, in 1944 five local boys from this
area were accepted as Lone Scouts. This is a branch of the Scouting organization that instructed boys by correspondence in districts without a local troop. The Scout names were not recorded but it is known that John McKinlay &
Don Jacobs (above) were among those first Lone Scouts. This book does name a person they called an “old Scout”,
Mr A E McMillan who acted as ‘Pal’ to these individual Scouts.
In the Jacobs’ Scout & Guide Collection, John McKinlay recalled the Lone Scouts meeting in an old tin shed along
Lanacoona Road, just beyond Munetta Road. Scout leaders at this time were Mr McMillan (who worked on Simpson’s Glen Shera farm) and a Mr Kesting. Linton Jacobs suggested that this old shed may have been the first

Don Jacobs & John McKinlay photographed above in about 1944 on their way to a Scout camp at St Leonards,
Glenelg. They are about to depart Mount Compass, on a walk to Willunga from where they caught the train to
Glenelg. They arrived at their campsite later that night.
Of interest is the onion bag that John is taking (bottom right) which holds his bedding & clothes. (The McKinlay
family were onion growers.) Don is holding his overcoat and between them is the Lone Scout flag.
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One strong memory of John McKinlay’s was that his father
Eric, gave permission for the Scouts to use their farm dam
for washing & swimming as well as for any drinking water.
At this time, the McKinlays had Italian Prisoners of War
working on their farm and apparently people laughing &
swimming noisily in a dam was something they could not
understand with their genuine amusement remaining an
enduring memory for John.
By 1945 they had attracted enough recruits to form the
nucleus of a troop. A Scouting demonstration and public
meeting held in March of that year, resulted in the
Don Jacobs’ 1946 ‘Ambulance Man’ Badge certificate. This
formation of a Group Committee consisting of 11 parents.
was signed by their Scoutmaster Mr A E McMillan
Hugh Jacobs took on the role of Chairman with Max Giles
becoming the Secretary. Mr McMillan continued his
involvement by accepting the role of Scout Master for this troop of 12 boys.
The troop consisted of three patrols, using the names “Opossum”, “Curlew” & “Kookaburra,” and had expanded to
19 Boy Scouts within the year. Among those known to have been members at this time were three Ekers brothers
Colin, Len & Maurice as well as the Reynolds brothers Jim & John. The Scout meetings were held on Saturday
afternoons at the Hall with the 1945 Hall Minutes recording the Boy Scouts had been granted use of the Refreshment
Booth and Recreation Ground (oval) for a camp fire.
This group of Scouts closed down in about 1947 but the reason for their demise does not seem to have been recorded.
It is possible that the Scoutmaster Mr A McMillan left the district at this time.
In 1962 following a public meeting, a new Parents Committee was formed
to oversee the re-formation of the Boy Scouts. The Cub Pack had formed
a few months prior under the leadership of Peter Stone. Mrs Dorothy
McKinlay headed the new Parents Committee for many years, with Don
Jacobs elected as the Scout Master (Akela), Brian Keast as Assistant Scout
Master and Peter Stone as the Cub Leader. This group was named the
1st Nangkita Scouts & Cubs.
Peter Stone of Nangkita had been transporting 3 local boys (Bill Nash,
John Stone & Robert (Fish) Hancock) to the Prospect Hill Scout meetings
once a fortnight prior to this Troop forming. Rob Hancock recalled that
when the troop formed in Nangkita (c1962) they started with three scouts
(himself plus Leigh & Colin Duffield) but only remained there for a short
period before moving to Mt Compass. A Scout leader from Adelaide, Max
Dahmes, who worked at Willowburn, also gave some assistance and
helped to organise their first camp.

‘Akela’ Don Jacobs with his children

Terry & Cherylyn

This 1st Nangkita Scout troop met in a vacant workman’s cottage on the Willowburn property (below). The origins
of this building are unclear, but it was one of the earliest solid homes in Nangkita, with Tom Chaplin reported living
there in the late 1890s. This home had previously been used to house the Willowburn farm managers, with extensions built on over the years.
Don & Judy Jacobs’ Mt Compass
home was also a venue for meetings
as well as their property proving to
be a suitable camping site. This
community minded couple were key
leaders of both the Scouts and
Guides, continuing their involvement
through to the mid 1970s.

Across the Victor Harbor Road from
the Jacobs’ home, was a derelict
house (near where Tank Road is
now) on land owned by Don’s father, Hugh Jacobs. This house became a suitable venue for the Scouts and the
Guides and was provided to them rent free for a number of years. The dense scrub around this timber building was
home to various animals such as bandicoots but has since been opened up with new housing. Continued on next page
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The house itself was described by Rob Hancock as being on a winding dirt track up from the Victor Harbor Road.
It consisted of four rooms but was no longer suitable for permanent habitation. By this time it was only being used
by the Scouts and Guides.
Linton Jacobs recently recalled that the house had originally been built for Albert (George) Slater & Cora Jacobs
when they married in 1914. Over the years this became the home to many couples and families as it was one of the
few ‘spare’ homes in Mt Compass. He described the house as having a weatherboard exterior and hessian lining with
possibly dirt floors. There was a driveway across to Hugh Jacobs’ home but only a walking track down to the Victor
Harbor Road.
The Troop Leader by 1964 was Greg Black with the Scouts Patrol Leader being Barry McKinlay. Barry went on
to receive the coveted Queen Scout Award in April of 1967. This was also the year that the Scouts went on one of
their popular Kangaroo Island camps with the Mt Compass Guides. Some photos from this period are included here.
In 1968, a cottage that was situated on Mr Don Black’s property and known as ‘Brodick’ became the new
‘headquarters’ for the Scouts. This building was located where the Compass Feeds shop/shed now stands. Colin
Langford, who lived next door, was the Group Scoutmaster at this time which is possibly why this building was
made available.
The parents committee which oversaw the Scout
& Guide troops was formally known as the
“Nangkita Scout & Mt Compass Guide Committee.” One of the parents, Johnny Haywood, acted
as second-in-charge on both of the combined
Scouts/Guides camping trips to Kangaroo Island.
These camps were organised in the days when
transport to the Island was via the MV Troubridge
which departed from Port Adelaide. The Scouts
at this time consisted of two patrols – the
‘Magpies’ and ‘Kookaburras’.
President of the parents committee in 1972 was
Barry Diment, with Mrs Del Tonkin the Secretary
and Ralph Ness as Treasurer. Apparently there
was now even a waiting list to get into the Cubs.
The Scout Leaders in 1972 were Don Jacobs and
George Hunt.

For some reason however, it was reported that in 1973 the annual meeting of the parents committee for the Scouts
& Guides failed due to lack of support even though they had recently erected two substantial Clubroom buildings.
They did hold a campfire at the hall later that same year, indicating there must have been some lingering parental
support, but by 1974 they had closed down.
The Scouts were to form once
again in 1990 with support
from the Goolwa Scouts,
meeting weekly in the Supper
Room with the Cubs meeting
on a their own night. This
period of the Scouts was only
brief however and they soon
closed down again.
Above: Scouts Stephen (Jack)
Blakely & Malcolm Langford
(holding his brother Richard)
preparing to board the MV
Troubridge bound for a camp on
Kangaroo Island.
Left: Scouts preparing for a
camp at Dead Cow Gully (Sand
Mine Road). All their equipment
was loaded onto a cart and
wheeled over from Don & Judy
Jacobs home across the road.
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In 2003 a combined Joey, Cub and Scout troop for both boys and
girls was formed, with meetings in the old Methodist/Uniting
Church at Nangkita. Within a few months the ‘Mount Compass
Scout Group’ reported they had 52 children and 10 Leaders attending over their three age groups. The inaugural Group Leader
was Brian Calvert.
The Chairperson Martyn Carter mentioned how the Scouts finances were “balanced although desperately low” in his report to the
Community Centre’s 2006 AGM. They were carrying out a
maintenance program on the building and some major drainage
work being undertaken on the property. At that time the numbers were quite stable at 9 Joeys, 12 Cubs and 11
Scouts with 7 adult leaders.
They continued there until 2018 when, due to a shortage of Leaders, they merged with the Prospect Hill Scouts and
began attending meetings there. The Scout Hall was subsequently sold by Scouts SA in 2019. In a closing of the
circle, the building’s new owners are members of the Peters family - relatives of the Mrs Eda Cora Peters (nee
Jacobs) who laid the Church’s Foundation Stone in 1935 on land donated by Mr Howard Peters.
Adult Leaders during this final incarnation included Brian Calvert, Erica Rogers, Wil Wherry, Ros Lewis, Martyn
Carter, Randall & Josephine Edwards, Simon Huntington, Tim Fishpool, Helen Airey, Zac Selfe, Len Barter, Adam
Smith & Richard Mells. A mainstay of Scouting during this time was Vince Darani who after joining this troop in
2005, stepped into the role of Group Leader from 2008 onwards.
During those years, the ‘Joeys’ catered for boys & girls aged 6 to 8 years, Cubs for those 8 to 12 years and the
Scouts were those aged 12 to 15. In April of 2011 it was reported that there were 5 girls and 7 boys in the Scout
pack.

~ Cubs ~

When the first Cub Pack formed in 1962 with Peter Stone as leader, Leigh Duffield recalls they would meet in
an old slab hut that had dirt floors, and was close to Geoff & Bessie Stone’s home (Peter’s parents). Peter used to
operate a Golden Fleece fuel depot in Nangkita, on the site where Leigh Duffield now has his Nangkita Apiaries
shed. As is the case for many of the early timber structures around Mt Compass, no trace of the Cub’s hut remains
today. Di Templeman currently runs her dog obedience school near this site.
Geoffrey Seidel noted that he and other waiting Cubs would be met by Peter Stone at the Post Office and driven
down to this old slab hut riding in the back of his ute. Peter would then drop them off at the Post Office following
the meetings, for collection by their parents. Richard Langford (of Fleurieu Free Range Eggs) was one of the last
Cubs to meet in this old Nangkita hut before they moved down to the new clubrooms built on Tay Road, in 1972.
Continued on following page

This building used by the Scouts & Cubs from mid 2003, was originally the Nangkita Methodist Church. Built on
land donated by Howard Peters, the Foundation Stone was laid by his mother Eda (Cora) Peters in 1935. Two
hundred days of volunteer labour under the direction of Cora’s husband, Mr Richard Peters, went into its construction, before being officially opened on 28th September 1935. Much of the timber used here along with the slate slabs
and slate front steps came from a Bible Christian Church that was pulled down in Willunga. In 1977 the Church
became part of the Uniting Church of Australia.
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A report in the Entre Nous for December 1963 names 5 boys who achieved the Cubs highest award “The Leaping
Wolf” that year. They were Graham McKinlay, Stephen Haywood, Brian Cooney, Malcolm Langford and Stephen
Blakely. The first four listed were also promoted to Scouts in a “Going up” ceremony, along with James Daly. This
ceremony was held on Peter Stone’s river block. Peter Stone was recorded as still being the Cubs Leader in 1972.
They, like the Scouts, Guides & Brownies had closed down by 1974.
In 1981 a Cub pack was formed with the name 1st Mt Compass Scout Group under the Leadership of Bill Pexton
with Rob Gates as Assistant Leader. The Group President was O Phillips with other executive members being
R J Holme, Mary Caruana & Kevin Griggs. Within 12 months they had 17 boys attending and plans were underway
to develop their old Tay Road Scout Hall.
The Entre Nous from September 1982 reported that the club had plans to join the two Halls together “as was in the
original plan”. The “long awaited toilets” were also in line to be built. The original toilet at the Scout Hall had been
vandalised so as to make it unusable.
Something did not quite work out with these buildings however as in 1985 the Cubs moved out of what they called
‘Cub Hall’ and into the Pioneer Pavilion. Scott Pinchbeck was the Cub Leader through to 1987 assisted by Mark
Tyler and Alan Matson. 24 boys were registered at that time for their Monday night meetings. Their numbers then
began to decline with the minutes of the Pioneer Pavilion Committee in October 1986 recording that about 10 boys
were currently attending meetings.
A 1989 report in the Entre Nous publication stated that girls were allowed to join the Cubs as they were now ‘nondiscriminative’. The Group Leader at that time was Mr P Waye of Sellicks Hill and it appears that they had briefly
returned to the “Cub Hall” on Tay Road.
The venue for the Cub meetings by 1990 had changed to the Supper Room in the Hall as it was for the recently
resumed Scouts. Both the Cubs and Scouts closed down soon after this move.
During their next re-incarnation from 2003 to 2018 many local boys and girls joined the Cubs and attended their
numerous camps and excursions. Among the Cubs who we know achieved the top Award of “Grey Wolf” were
Bianca Huntington, Greg Darani and Jack Airey.
Continued on following page

Scouts in the mid 1960s preparing to leave Don & Judy Jacobs home with their loaded trek carts.
Left: John Critchley, Colin Langford, Stephen Blakely, unk, Terry Jacobs (with apple), Graham McKinlay, Malcolm
Langford, Roy Stone, unk & Steven Haywood.
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Their own Premises: In 1971-72 while Don Jacobs was still the Scout Leader, new Scout & Guide Halls were built
by the Committee on Tay Road land owned by the Community Centre. Don recorded that Colin Langford, the
Group Scout Master, along with supportive parents were responsible for the erection of these buildings (two sheds).
One of these sheds was used by the Scouts & Cubs as their Hall, while the other was for the Girl Guides & Brownies. These buildings had been purchased in December 1970 following years of fundraising by parents. A Rag, Bag
& Bottle Drive had been operating for at least three years prior to the purchase of these sheds.

The Girl Guides and Boy Scouts combined in 1966 to hold a successful Amateur Hour concert at the Memorial Hall
to raise funds for the new clubrooms. A 1967 newspaper article reported that the Building Fund now stood at $254.
Two dances were held in 1969 to further boost this Building Fund and at least one property auction was catered for
by the parents committee (Mrs Roberts’ land & property sale at Yundi).
In 1972, once the two sheds had been erected, an Entre Nous article noted that chairs had now been purchased for
these new Halls and that the Girl Guides were making curtains for the windows and had planted trees. Parents were
planning to build a concrete rainwater tank at this time too.
Unfortunately, within two years the Guides, Brownies, Scouts and Cubs had all ceased to exist due to what appears
to have been a decline in numbers attending and a lack of parental support.
Years later and with these sheds no longer being utilised, the Community Centre and Burgess Oval clubs sought and
were granted permission from both the Scout and Guide Associations to relocate them. Both sheds had begun falling
into disrepair and were attracting some vandalism. They were dismantled by cricket & soccer club volunteers during
1993-4 to be transported up to Burgess Oval where they formed the basis of the complex that exists there now.
The transportation of the shed walls and roof trusses up to Burgess Oval was a slow, delicate balancing act - a great
deal of the iron frames overhanging the smaller flat bed truck used to move them. Needless to say it was carried out
in the usual Mt Compass manner with numerous volunteers and a borrowed truck.

The block of land that these “Halls” had been built on was subsequently sold by the Community Centre. As
A trade-off for this change of ownership, the Community Centre agreed to provide replacement venues should
any of the Scout or Guide groups restart in Mt Compass.
As it turned out the Scouts did form again in 2003, as the ‘Mount Compass Scout Group’ meeting at the old
Nangkita Uniting Church (photo page 7). The Community Centre purchased this Church building in 2005 after being
approached by the Uniting Church of Australia, who were then seeking to sell. The building was leased back to
Scouts SA (rather than through the Mt Compass Scouts) at the rate of $1,650 per year. The Scouts soon found this
amount a problem and following negotiations it was reduced by 50%.

SA Scouting agreed to purchase the Scout Hall from the Community Centre in 2011 following 3 years of discussions. This previously Methodist/Uniting Church had been sold to the Mt Compass War Memorial Community
Centre as a means in which it could remain under the control of the same local community that had built it. The
building apparently proved to be a very suitable home for the remainder of the Scouts & Cubs existence in Mount
Compass.
It appears that Scouts SA decided to purchase this building in order to have greater control over maintenance and
improvements which were required at the time. It 2019 it was then sold by Scouts SA, following the Mt Compass
Scouts amalgamation with the Prospect Hill Scout group, and is now privately owned.
Information thanks to Malcolm
& Richard Langford, Geoffrey
Seidel, Fish Hancock, Leigh
Duffield, Colin Ekers, Linton
Jacobs, Simon Huntington,
John Robinson, Entre Nous,
Trove website and the local
history books.
The two sheds from Tay Rd,
one for the Scouts and the
other for the Guides, were
dismantled and transported up
to Burgess Oval for
re-assembling. Rob Bowker &
Mark Scrutton are shown here
trying to work out which bit
goes where.

One of the dismantled sheds laid out on Burgess Oval
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Who was Patrick O’Connor? (1799-1890)
Patrick (Paddy) O’Connor was Grandfather to the Stone brothers and the G.G. Grandfather of Trevor Connor &
Colleen Griggs. Somewhere along his interesting life Paddy stopped using the ‘O’ in his surname and simply
went by the name Connor. His headstone is one of the few remaining at Meadow’s Church of England cemetery.
Born in Ireland around 1799, Patrick (Paddy) O’Connor was one of a group of 13 men who, in June 1831 were
all sentenced to immediate transportation to Botany Bay. Patrick had belonged to a movement known as the
“Terry Alts” which had strong community support in County Clare.
Irish potato crops had been poor in the preceding years and food was starting to become scarce. This was giving
further impetus to an agrarian conflict that had been brewing for almost 15 years and came to a head in the first five
months of 1831. The Terry Alts were unusual in that they held many open illegal meetings and huge communal
protest actions such as the ’turning up’ of pasture fields, in their campaign for more potato growing land.
They also carried out clandestine nocturnal activities such as violent home invasions and assaults. Forcing people to
swear an oath to give up their land was also common. Between the months of January and May there were a
reported 19 murders and 201 assaults by the Terry Alts in this County.

On 31st March a group of Terry Alts (including Paddy) invaded the church-owned home (Glebe) of Rev Oliver
Grace and forced him to pronounce an oath promising that he would give up his land and home by the following
day. During this home invasion, one member of the group is reported to have possessed a firearm while others (such
as Paddy) carried sticks. This was the action that brought Paddy before the courts.
At the time of the trial news reports highlighted a large supportive crowd outside the courtroom and an overwhelming military presence during the trial. It took the jury just 20 minutes to find all the men guilty followed by the judge
sentencing each of them to be “...transported forthwith for the term of your natural life out of Europe, beyond
the seas…”. They were then taken in carts surrounded by a “strong body of infantry” to a ship at Cork for immediate transportation. This was apparently conducted amid “uproarious lamentations.”
https://www.historyireland.com/18th-19th-century-history/the-terry-alt-movement-1829-31-by-james-s-donnelly-jr/

The following is from a biography Bessie Stone (nee Peters) wrote for one of her nieces c1984.
Patrick was a very independent character and always had a witty answer to all enquiries whether legitimate
or otherwise. He liked to encourage people to believe that he was a convict by answering when asked how he
came to Australia that he had slid down a rainbow. He came to South Australia in 1838 bringing cattle
overland from New South Wales. It is understood that these were the first cattle brought overland into South
Australia and they followed the rivers for water and food for the cattle as they travelled. Patrick took up land
on the Meadows Flats about 30 miles from Adelaide, which at that time was only a small settlement.
He walked from the Meadows Flats to the whaling station at the Bluff, near the present town of Victor Harbor,
in 1841, a distance of approximately 30 miles, and worked at the whaling station for some time. He was very
proud of his Irish descent and when asked his name would proudly say O’Connor, with an O as big as a maul
ring. (A maul was a large wooden hammer with iron rings around each end of the head to prevent the wooden
head from splitting. It was used to drive wedges into big logs to split them for building purposes, hence the
reference to the maul ring.)

On 7th April 1841 he married Eliza Hilton, a Governess of Scotch and Irish descent who came from Dublin.
At the time there were only 7 eligible spinsters in South Australia and Paddy declared that he had married the
prettiest one. In later years he rented land from a well known pioneer family by the name of Dunn at McHargs
Creek, between 50 and 60 miles from Adelaide. Many tales are told of his wit and ingenuity in his dealings with
Mr Dunn Snr.
There were no roads in the district at this time and until recent years traces of a wheelbarrow track made
by Paddy O’Connor between McHargs Creek and Meadows South could still be seen.

There were no fences and any cattle acquired by the settlers had to be branded for identification and these early
settlers became quite proficient at changing brands to enlarge the numbers of their herds. They also made their
own entertainment. They had very little means of transport. Some of them were fortunate enough to own a horse
but all carrying was done with a wagon and a team of bullocks. These wagons were very heavily made and one
type of sport that Paddy indulged in was contesting with his neighbours for the greatest strength. This was
determined by seeing who could lift the wagon by lying on the ground and placing his feet under the wagon and
endeavouring to lift the wheels off the ground.
Continued on following page
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Paddy again showed his independent nature by refusing to let his wife cash some cheques which were sent
to her from her people in Ireland, even though the extra money would have been most useful and acceptable.
A relative holds photostat copies of these cheques written out in the Provincial Bank of Dublin in 1853.
At one time Paddy was not feeling on very good terms with his landlord, Mr Dunn, and when the rent became
due he placed the money on a forked stick and handed it to him so that he would not have to come in close
contact with him.

Many stories have been told of Paddy’s ready wit, outstanding independence and Irish temper. His wife Eliza
died in 1878 at the age of 68 years. There were two sons and four daughters in the family born to Paddy and
Eliza. In his later years Paddy lived with his daughter Catherine at McHargs Creek; she was then Mrs George
Stone.
In October of 1890 at the age of 91 years he died accidentally. He had walked to visit an old friend who was
a neighbour and on returning at dusk he wandered past the gateway of his daughter’s home and strayed as far
as the creek, into which he fell. It is believed that he must have been stunned by the fall and then drowned in
a very shallow stream of water. Family and neighbours searched all night by lantern light, but his body was not
found until the next day, when his grandson, George Stone Jnr discovered it.
(Note: The family story is that some alcohol may have been consumed during Paddy’s visit to his neighbour.)

Left: A 1929 photograph
with an unknown woman
at the site of Catherine &
George Stone’s home. At
the time they worked as
shepherds for the same
Mr Dunn mentioned
above. The road running
through the centre of this
photo is Stones Ford
Road. (A bushfire looks to
have recently passed
through). Most of the
house timbers had already been removed for
use in the home in which
Glen & Joyce Stone were
later to live.
Patrick O’CONNOR married Elizabeth HILTON (1841) ————————–
I
I
Catherine (bn 1842) married George STONE
John CONNOR—I
_____________________________________________________________________________________________
Eliza (1864) Rosina (1865)
Walter (1866)
John (1868)
James (1869)
George (1870)
Henry (1878)
10 children
2 children
Harold
May
5 children
Amy
Doug
-Eliza died
Clarice
Marjorie
James +1 child
Ray
Effie
Spanish Flu
Ross
Olive (Pat)
died of Spanish
Geoff
Murray
1919
Nita
Flu 1919
Katie
Angus
Arthur (Snow)
Glen
Colin
(The 4 brothers Walter, John, George & Henry Stone of Mt Magnificent formed the Stone Brothers partnership)
******************************************************************************************************
—-John CONNOR married Rebekah ANDERSON
I
Melville John
I
Oliver Ralph married Doris Elliot
I
Trevor CONNOR - Colleen (GRIGGS) - Graham CONNOR
This is an abridged version of Paddy’s family tree focusing on the Mt Compass connection
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There’s Gold in Them There Hills

In 1887 gold was discovered on an alluvial flat located near the junction of Blackfellows Creek and the River
Finniss. (approximately 7km north east of Mt Compass). As this area was still primarily Crown Land due to its
poor agricultural value, a number of gold mining leases were able to be taken out. Some of the Nangkita residents
thought to have become involved in this largely unsuccessful mining era were: Tom Chaplin, Harry, George
& Frank Hailstone, Walter Stone & G Stone.
The mine “Mount Monster” was opened in 1894 by a wealthy English syndicate known as “Blackfellows Creek
Gold Mining Co Ltd”. This enterprise wound up after only three years but the mine was restarted by another
company under the name “Southern Gold Mining Company (Blackfellows Creek)” which was itself voluntarily
wound up in 1907. Despite many promising words by those initiating these enterprises, the gold that was mined
here only covered about a quarter of the costs involved, resulting in no return to those who gambled their
investment.
Glen Stone wrote that his grandfather George Stone, who had a team of ten bullocks, carted the heavy mining
machinery to this Mount Monster mine. When the mine closed he also had the job of carting some of it away.
The photograph above is reported to have been taken at this Mount Monster gold mine and has found its way into
our Archives as part of the ‘Chasing Rainbows’ history collection. A number of other mines were situated in this
Mt Magnificent area, with more mines located just north of Yundi. During the depression years of the 1930s there
was an apparent resurgence in gold fossicking but no major finds have ever been reported.

The Government Geologist’s “Record of the Mines of South Australia” for 1908 included the following in its
Mount Monster information. “In 1904, the shoot of gold bearing stone having been lost, it was determined to test
the ground at depth, and the use of the Government diamond drill was obtained. The lode was bored through at
various depths from 300ft to 600ft, and proved to be 9ft thick. Unfortunately the gold contents, where passed
through by the drill, were small, and the company went into liquidation.”
All the ore mined here at Mount Monster was sent to the Mt Torrens Government Cyanide Works for treatment.
The peak years for gold mining speculation in this district were between the late 1880s to 1909, with a report
in Manning’s Place Names claiming 50 to 60 men were prospecting at Blackfellows Creek in 1887. Other mines
in the area included Golden Nob, Little Gem, Golden Rock, Golden Stone, Two Queens and Virtue.
This last mine, the Virtue, was viewed by Lance Chaplin as a young boy. He recalls that it was not timbered
at that time and so was perhaps in an unsafe state. He also mentioned that his father and uncle used to pan for
gold in the Finniss river area in their younger days, and that there were many shafts and tunnels around the area
but some had since been filled in for safety reasons.
The following page has a historical article written by Arch Peters on these Blackfellows Creek gold mines.

Blackfellows Creek - by Arch Peters
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A great local historian, Arch Peters (1888-1982) wrote numerous historical articles about this district. A number of
these have found their way into our Archives thanks to his daughter, Ronda Arthur. This particular one relates to a
brief gold mining period about 120 years ago that centred around Blackfellows Creek .

During the 1890’s there was quite a bit of activity along this creek and the surrounding hills in the search for
gold and although results were sometimes encouraging, nothing of any great consequence was ever found.
Experienced men could always get colours and sometimes after a lot of dish work, to get enough gold to perhaps
half fill a small patent medicine bottle, ½ an ounce (14 grams) or so.
In the hills quite a few shafts were sunk,
probably the most important of which would
be Mt Monster which was worked by the Stone
Bothers who lived close by and who were very
familiar with the country.
Another was The Virtue worked by Mr T.
Chaplin (named after his wife) originally Miss
Virtue Hailstone. Still another (the St John)
in which the Hailstone Brothers – Frank,
George and Harry were interested.
There were others, some only a few feet deep
and can still be seen about the hills. On the flat
prospectors used to dig down to what they
called bottom where they expected to find
alluvial gold. One particular spot (up stream
a bit) known as Lantern Flat was well known
to Mr Frank Hailstone, who over a period of 10 or 12 years sank scores of these holes. In many cases he had
to use a windless which meant he would go down the shaft fill the bucket, climb out, empty the bucket after
winding it up, go down again and repeat the operation, always finding just enough gold to edge him on.
There was one enterprising gang who started a sluicing works on Blackfellows Creek. They built a dam about
half a mile upstream from the spot they proposed to treat, they then dug a drain which they brought around
almost on a level, this meant that when they reached a spot opposite the proposed works they had the water
some 25 or 30 feet above same. From here the water was conveyed by piping into a large tank constructed of
sawn timber. From this tank they worked a nozzle, played the water onto the bank of the creek and the pressure
was great enough to wash the dirt over the sluicing works, constructed in such a way as to trap the gold while
the remainder went on down the creek. They had just got the works going when there came a heavy rain, the
dam burst and washed the whole concern away, it was never replaced. Hundreds of wooden blocks (about 6 to
8 inch cubes) were washed down stream. One man living on the Finniss River picked up enough to put a floor
in his shed.
On the bank of the creek opposite these
works was a little row of huts and
tents, signs of which can still be seen
if you know where to look. By 1900
excitement had died down and except
for spasmodic prospecting there was
only one man living on the field. This
was John Munroe, a little Scotsman
who was always full of hope, he lived
in one of the little huts. One of his
stock sayings was “We’ve put it in the
hands of the Capitalists and I think
things will be lively.” He stayed on for
another year or two then left to try his
luck elsewhere. He was one of the old
school.
Top - Mount Monster mine
Right - A recent map of local mines showing Mount Monster mine highlighted in pink.
(www.bonzle.com)
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Do you recognise any of the Cubs & Scouts in the photographs above?
Left– a 1969 fundraiser advert
Above - a 1968 ad from the Victor Harbor Times
“Because all the Scouts were
farmers sons, only dead snakes
were to be accepted. However the
Park Inspector found the Scouts
with their dead snakes!
In the park snakes were not to be
killed as they were protected.
What were the Scouts to do?
Kevin McKinlay decided a full
colour parade and funeral to be
attended by all Scouts & Guides
was required.
This quote is taken from Don
& Judy Jacobs Scout & Guide
History collection in the Archives.
Left: the scouts holding a service
on Kangaroo Island for a dead
snake.
The views & opinions reflected in this Journal do not represent the views of the Mt Compass War Memorial
Community Centre Inc.
Every effort is made to ensure the accuracy of articles printed here. If you wish to advise of any corrections required
or wish to add further information regarding any item, please contact me using the address below.
Most importantly: if you have any information, documents or photographs that that could be of interest to
the Archives please give me a call or send an email.
Steve Kettle (mtcompassarchives@gmail.com)

